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Fleg. No. :

Name:

lV Semester B.C.A. Degree (CBCSS - OBE - Begular/Supplementary/
lrhprovement) Examination, April 2023

(2019 Admission Onwards)
GENERAL AWARENESS COUBSE

4414BCA : Discrete Malhemalical Struclures

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 40

PART _ A
(Short Answer)

Answer all questions.

1. Define tautology.

2. Define equivalence relation.

3. How many relations are there on a set with'n'elements ?

4- Def ine Boolean variable.

5. Find the value of x it x + x = 0.

6. Define Euler path.

(6x1=6)

PART _ B

. (Short Essay)

Answer any 6 questions.

7. Deline 'directed multigraphs'.

8. What is a 'decision tree' ?

(6x2='12)

P-T.O.
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9. Whal s 'OF gale'?

10. Determine whelher

a) 0e O

b) 0 c {0}.
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lhe lollowing slalements are lrue or false ;

11. FindA-BandB An A={1,2,3,4,5}andB={0, 3,6}.

12. Write and converse and inverse of p J q.

13. What do you mean by Jallacy ?

14. Define Antisymmetric Belation.

PABT _ C

(Essay)

Answer any 4 questions. (4x3=12)

15. Let R be a reflexive and transitive relation. Prove that Rn = F for all positive

integers n.

16. Explain 'complele graphs'. Draw complete graph with number of vertlces 5 and 6.

17. Prove that an undirected graph has an even number of vertices 01 odd degree.

'18. What is the value of the postfix expression ?

7 2 3 * - 4I9 3 /+ ?

'1 9. Define Cartesian product of two sets. Show that A x B * B x A with the help ol

a suitable example.

20. Show that -(p v (- p ,r q) and - p ,r - q are logically equivalent by developing

a series ol logical equivalences.
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PART D

(Long Essay)

Answer any 2 oJestions

21. Let p : "Swimming a1 ihe shore is allowed".

q : "sharks have been spofled near lhe shore"

Express each of lhese propositions as senlences

a) p"q
b) p--;-q
c) p<+-q

d) -p ' q

e) -p^(pv-q).

(2x5=10)

22. Explain Hamillon circuits with examples. Show thal Kn has a Hamilton circuits
whenever n > 3.

23. Explain Depth First Search method to build a spanning lree wilh suiiable
example.

24- Staie and prove De Morgan's laws and distributjve laws using membership table.
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